Abstract-In this paper, it is shown how differential-dilation equations can be constructed using iterations, similar to the iterations with which wavelets and dilation equations are constructed. A continuous-time wavelet is constructed starting from a differential-dilation equation. It has compact support and excellent time domain and frequency domain localization properties. The wavelet is infinitely differentiable and therefore cannot be obtained using digital filter banks. In addition, the wavelet has excellent approximation properties. New sampling and differentiation techniques are also introduced. Results on image interpolation using the solution of the differential-dilation equation are presented. Examples are given, demonstrating the suitability of the new wavelet function for signal analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

W
AVELETS are an important tool in signal processing. They are more versatile and powerful than Fourier-based techniques because they have more degrees of freedom and in particular the basis function is not fixed. The continuous-time wavelet transform (CWT) is defined as [1] (1)
Two standard choices of the basis function are the Mexican hat wavelet (2) and the Morlet wavelet (3) In addition to the basis function, the continuous-time wavelet transform depends on two parameters: dilation and shift . The wavelet transform involves basis functions which do not have a constant length: very short basis functions are used to achieve good time resolution, while longer basis functions can be used to obtain fine frequency analysis. When and are continuous the set of basis functions does not constitute an orthonormal basis, i.e., the representation is redundant. The discrete wavelet transManuscript received December 8, 1998 ; revised March 29, 2000. The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was Dr. Shubha Kadambe.
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form can be obtained by quantizing and . The basis functions become , where and . The case where and is the most common and the corresponding grid is called dyadic.
The discrete-time wavelet transform (DTWT) corresponds to a filter bank iterated a finite number of times along the lowpass channel. A very important property is the ability of the filter bank to represent polynomials, which is equivalent to the number of vanishing moments of the wavelet. Tremendous amount of research activity has been devoted to wavelets, designed using filter banks, while the continuous-time wavelet transform has been much less studied.
In this paper we shall be concerned only with the CWT. A very important question in wavelet analysis is choosing the basis function, and this is the focus of our concern in this paper. We are looking for a continuous-time wavelet that is infinitely differentiable, has compact support and provides good frequency localization. A wavelet with these three properties has not been used in signal processing. The Mexican hat and Morlet wavelets are infinitely differentiable, but do not have compact support. Wavelets generated from filter banks can have compact support, but cannot be infinitely differentiable.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the iterative scheme, through which a differential-dilation equation is obtained is presented. In Section III, we discuss the properties of the solution of the differential-dilation equation and its application as a window function in STFT analysis. Results on image restoration and interpolation are also presented. The first derivative of the solution of the differential-dilation equation is a wavelet and forms a frame. This is proven in Section IV. Section V gives a generalization.
II. BASIC CONSTRUCTION
Iteration of a digital filter followed by downsampling ( Fig. 1) leads to a limit function provided the filter satisfies certain constraints [1] . We would like to explore the counterpart of Fig. 1 in the continuous-time domain. Downsampling and upsampling are discrete-time multirate operations. We are going to find it useful to define a continuous-time dilator [ Fig. 2(a) ]. Note that the block in Fig. 2(a) is purely a mathematical tool that is only conceptually similar to the discrete-time decimator. Note also that, by definition, the continuous-time dilator performs amplification in addition to dilation. Suppose now that the blocks of continuous-time filtering and dilation are cascaded and iterated [ Fig. 2(b) ]. The properties of this iteration are known in the discrete-time domain. It appears that this paper is the first attempt to study similar iterations in the continuous-time domain. Note that such continuous-time iterations without dilating blocks, however, have trivial properties and have been used numerous times, and in particular in the construction of contin- Fig. 1 . Iteration of a discrete-time filter followed by downsampling. Fig. 2 . Infinite iteration of a continuous-time system followed by dilator.
uous-time spline functions [6] . The presence of dilating blocks yields interesting properties, and, as we shall see, such systems are described by a class of differential-dilation equations.
If we continue the iteration to infinity and assume convergence the impulse and frequency responses of the system will be (4) (5) Note that the support of limit function is equal to the support of , obviously due to the dilating block. These iterations make sense only if they converge. The simplest case is when otherwise.
The function is assumed to be symmetric with respect to the origin to avoid dealing with the phase. Its Fourier transform is . The normalizing constant in (4) is to make the area under the graphs of equal (to one). For this function , the dilation equation is (7) which can be written as the differential operator, we had just the function the equation would be a dilation equation. Dilation equations were not studied until the theory of filter banks and wavelets was developed. It may be noted here that a general theory for the equations (11) is not known. This appears to be a difficult problem.
It is interesting to note that the above equation has appeared for the first time in [2] , without using similar iterative schemes, however. It would also appear that this paper is the first attempt to use the result to perform signal analysis using the CWT.
The support of the function is . There is no analytic expression for , but there is an elegant formula for its Fourier transform (4) and (7) converge very fast and, depending on the graphical resolution, between five and eight iterations are enough. In general, the function has properties between polynomials (which are solutions of certain differential equations) and scaling functions (which are solutions of certain dilation equations). It is more smooth than scaling functions, but less smooth than polynomials.
It can be proven that because the conditions of the theorem of Fubini [7] are satisfied and the integral of the convolution is equal to the product of the integrals
The function is nonnegative and satisfies (14). Therefore it is the density function of some random variable. A uniformly distributed in the interval random variable has a characteristic function equal to and the sum of independent random variables corresponds to the product of characteristic 
A. Approximation Capabilities
In this , it is demonstrated that by dilations and translations of the function polynomials of any order can be represented, which, as it will be verified later, is a useful property in wavelet analysis. The following results are systematically proven in Appendix A.
Proposition 1:
(20)
where are arbitrary constants, which in all examples we have assumed to be equal to zero. Thus, the function has an extremely interesting property: for polynomial of order , for every , there are constants such that (22) The above summation is finite, due to the finite support of the function .
B. Function As a Nyquist Pulse
Being an infinite product of functions, the function from the point of view of a communications engineer is a Nyquist pulse [8] . [Note that in this subsection the time and frequency domains are interchanged, i.e., we have and ]. It is perhaps intuitively clear that has a better decay than the raised cosine function (23) We have [8] . It can be shown that where is an integer. Furthermore, for any , there is a number such that the decay of is as high as . [This does not imply that the decay is , because when also .] The function is more robust to phase shift (jitter) than the raised cosine function. A good measure of the robustness to phase jitter is the first derivative evaluated at the points , . It was found that for and the first derivative of the raised cosine is smaller, but for all other values of the first derivative of is smaller, and for large values of it is on the order of magnitude smaller!
C. Function As a Window in STFT
The short-time Fourier transform (STFT) is another transform for time-frequency analysis of signals. The signal is first windowed using a window function and then subjected to Fourier analysis. The result is a time-local picture of the frequency content (24) or, alternatively, using the Parseval relationship (25) This transform provides local information about in the time window , and the frequency window , [3] , [4] . This is because the window function has most of its energy concentrated within the rms duration of its average time and similarly concentrated in the frequency domain within the rms bandwidth of its average frequency . These parameters are defined as follows:
Thus, the STFT produces a uniform rectangular tiling of the time-frequency plane (Fig. 5) . It is desirable to make the area of the rectangles small to achieve good localization. The area of the rectangles depends on the window function, and, unfortunately, cannot be made arbitrary small, since it is lower bounded by the uncertainty principle (30) Windows are functions with a sufficient decay in both time and frequency. The Gaussian function , albeit infinitely supported, is a popular choice. Its usefulness stems from the time-frequency localization properties, in particular, it achieves the lower bound in the uncertainty principle, , . By varying it is possible to trade-off time resolution with frequency resolution. The function is a window function with (31) which, for a function of finite support, is close to the lower bound. The rms durations are and . In Section V other window functions are constructed, that are more general than this function. However, the CWT provides more flexibility and is more interesting.
D. Reconstruction of a Continuous-Time Function from its Samples Using the Function and Applications to Image Interpolation
Consider now the space and suppose (32)
We are looking for a function which satisfies
We want the samples of the function to be the coefficients in the expansion. This would be very convenient and is often done without noticing it. For example, often the samples of a continuous-time signal are directly fed into a filter bank, which is not strictly correct [6] . An interpolating function, used by Shannon, that would allow this property is the sinc function. There are infinitely many interpolating functions with infinite support. Now, from (34) it follows that as an interpolating function we can choose . On the space the interpolation function is itself. The point here is that is an interpolating function with finite support with very good time-domain and frequency-domain localization properties. We have applied this approach for sampling and reconstruction to image interpolation. This approach was compared with a state-of-the-art technique based on quadratic interpolation in the vertical direction and cubic in the horizontal direction. The latter technique provides sufficiently high perceptual quality and has been used in some commercial products. Several standard test images were tried and it was found that the new scheme works best for text images. The original image was interpolated by a factor of seven in both horizontal and vertical directions. The result is given in Fig. 7 . The comparison with Fig. 6 clearly demonstrates the superior quality offered by the new approach. One reason for this superiority appears to be the superior time localization. As a result for images containing text, in which there are sharp edges, because of the superior time-localization, the edges in the image after interpolation are sharper. We have also interpolated in a similar way several artificial images with sharp edges and have reached the same conclusions. While for head-and-shoulder images this approach produced slightly inferior results, further refinements (e.g., combining the two approaches) could lead to excellent results. This result is of significant practical importance considering the fact that the new approach requires about 50% less computations than the approach we are comparing with. Here, we do not consider the pre-processing step of calculating , which requires more computations than the pre-processing step in the quadratic-cubic interpolation. However, since this computation is done once and for all, the effort is negligible. Image and video interpolation hardware and software are evaluated only by the time it takes to interpolate an image. It should be noted that the vector space can be written as , where , and , . The functions , and , are orthonormal bases for the spaces and correspondingly. This property immediately allows any signal to be split into two parts, taking the projections over the two (odd and even) subspaces, and, in turn, they can easily be calculated by working only with even and odd shifts.
E. Differentiation Technique
Suppose belongs to the space defined above
This subsection shows that in the decomposition shown above the derivatives of a function can be computed exactly (as opposed to approximately) only from the expansion coefficients. This is not trivial because derivatives cannot be computed using the expansion coefficients with respect to the sinc function.
Computing derivatives of continuous-time functions, when working only with their samples is often necessary. Digital differentiation is known to increase the high-frequency noise and only approximate techniques are available. Here, simple digital signal processing steps on the expansion coefficients would allow us to perform differentiation of . We have
and because of (10) we obtain (37) Now, from (10) and by replacing with it follows that (38)
For the second derivative in a similar way it is obtained that (39) Similar expressions can be derived for higher-order derivatives.
IV. CORRESPONDING WAVELET
In this section, we establish that the function is a wavelet, and moreover that it is a frame. Then we present examples of CWT computed using as a mother wavelet. The results exceeded our expectations.
The function is a mother wavelet, since it satisfies the admissibility condition (40) The wavelet has compact support, excellent localization characteristics and is infinitely differentiable (Figs. 8 and 9 ). A notable property of wavelets constructed with the help of filter banks is the number of their vanishing moments. This is equivalent to the Strang-Fix [6] requirement that these wavelets represent exactly polynomials of order up to the number of vanishing moments. The number of vanishing moments has also a physical meaning. Since lowpass signals can be modeled as polynomials, the filter bank is able to compress signals which are predominantly lowpass in nature. It is noted, however, that even for wavelets with infinite support, the number of vanishing moments cannot be infinite if the wavelet is constructed using filter banks. Since the odd-indexed moments are zero, the wavelet has only one vanishing moment. In the continuous-time domain, however, the approximation capabilities to represent polynomials and the vanishing moments are not necessarily related. In fact, the wavelet has the best polynomial representation properties among all wavelets. By dilations and translations it can represent polynomials of order up to infinity.
A. Frame and Its Bounds
The CWT provides an overcomplete representation of a signal. Thus it is an interesting question whether the discretized family of wavelets forms a frame. A numerically stable reconstruction of a function from its wavelet coefficients is possible only if [1] (41) If this condition is satisfied, then the family constitutes a frame. When the frame is tight, which is the next best thing to an orthonormal basis. When the family of wavelets is an orthonormal basis. The actual algorithm for reconstructing the function from the transform coefficients (42) is discussed in [1] , [5] and is not given here.
Theorem 1: The wavelet is a frame with . The proof is given in Appendix B. Some values for the frame bounds are given in Table II . 
B. Signal Analysis Using the CWT
The CWT is again an inner product (43) To understand the type of tiling of the time-frequency plane we have to investigate the time and frequency resolution of the dilated and translated copies of the wavelet in terms of the time and frequency resolution of the mother wavelet . If , ,
, and are the average time, average frequency, rms duration squared and rms bandwidth squared, respectively, of , and , , , and are the average time, average frequency, rms duration squared and rms bandwidth squared, respectively, of , then [3] (44)
Therefore, the CWT provides information about the function in the time window , and the frequency window , , where the ratio between center frequency and bandwidth is independent of (48) The above quantity is analogous to the Q-factor of electric circuits and thus the CWT is sometimes said to perform "constant-Q filtering" of the input signal (Fig. 10) . The frequency resolution is better at lower frequencies (large ), while the time resolution is better at higher frequencies (small ). The CWT gives a picture of how the frequency content of a signal varies with time.
It is obvious that the derivative has the same approximation properties as the function . If we differentiate (22) it follows immediately that a polynomial of th order can be represented using a finite number of translated copies of the function , previously dilated by . Note Fig. 11 . Noisy sinusoid that the wavelet enters the CWT (1) exactly as it enters (22). The CWT is inner product of the signal and dilated and translated versions of the wavelet. The wavelet coefficients are a measure of the correlation between the corresponding part of the signal and the dilated wavelet at all scales of interest. At every scale the wavelet is able to approximate polynomials of order proportional to the logarithm of the scale. The wavelet can approximate every polynomial at a sufficiently high scale. 1 The advantage of using as a wavelet, rather than the Mexican hat or the Morlet wavelet is that the function (and therefore the corresponding wavelets) in addition to having infinite support has poor approximation properties. Polynomials cannot be approximated using such functions. Even the constant 1, a polynomial of zeroth order, cannot be written as a sum of dilations and translations of these functions. For signals that have components which can be modeled as polynomials of certain order (the majority of signals in practice) using the function as a wavelet is advantageous. Many examples have been computed which are in agreement with this conclusion. One typical MATLAB 2 example, the CWT of the noisy sinusoid in Fig. 11 is given here. The CWT of the noisy sinusoid computed using the Mexican hat and Morlet wavelets are shown in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. The brighter a point is, the higher the value of the corresponding wavelet coefficient. These pictures are clearly misleading about the signal. Since low scales correspond to high frequencies, some noise is expected to appear at low scales. At higher scales, however, the sinusoid should be readily identified. Now, if the wavelet is used, the periodic structure of the signal is much more clearly observed and at a much lower scale (Fig. 14) .
It should be added that for the computation of the CWT it is possible to use a wavelet that is an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert space (the most prominent members of this family are the Daubechies wavelets). This, however, does not seem to be advantageous for two main reasons. First, these wavelets are not symmetric and distort the picture, and second, their smoothness 1 Somewhat similar to the multiresolution idea. 2 MATLAB ® is a registered trademark of The MathWorks, Inc. Fig. 12 . CWT of the noisy sinusoid computed using the Mexican hat. Fig. 13 . CWT of the noisy sinusoid computed using the Morlet wavelet. Fig. 14 . CWT of the noisy sinusoid computed using (t) and approximation capability are limited. Note also that these wavelets are not designed for such applications and perform much better in signal compression. In addition to the other advantages, it can be added that the computation of the CWT using the function as a mother wavelet is more than seven times faster than if the Morlet or the Mexican hat functions are used as mother wavelets.
V. A GENERALIZATION
One way to generalize the previous construction is shown in Fig. 15 . This time it is not difficult to show that the function satisfies a dilation equation (49) and (50) One function for which this infinite iteration converges is otherwise.
(51)
The spectrum of which is given by . The differential-dilation equation in the frequency domain is has a density function equal to the solution of (54).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, new continuous-time wavelet functions with useful properties were constructed using iterative schemes leading to differential-dilation equations. The main result of this paper is that the derivative of the solution of the differential-dilation equation (10) can be used to perform continuous-time signal analysis using the wavelet transform. It was proven for the first time that the functions constitute a frame. A comparison with other wavelets is illustrated in Table I . Note that not all the properties in Table I are compatible, for example infinite differentiability is incompatible with orthogonality. It makes more sense to compare the wavelet with the Morlet and Mexican hat wavelets, because they are in the same group (nonorthogonal, for which no scaling function exists). These are the wavelets that are suitable for the CWT, as the other choices are either nonsymmetric, or not sufficiently smooth. Wavelets derived from filter banks are intended for compression applications, but not for signal analysis. The Morlet and Mexican hat wavelets are a popular choice for performing signal analysis using the continuous-time wavelet transform. They are readily available, for example, in the wavelet toolbox for MATLAB. However, their disadvantages are perhaps not widely understood and appreciated. In particular they have very poor approximation properties. Examples were given, confirming that the proposed here approach yields far better results.
In the previous section, we also advanced a generalized family of functions, many of which are likely to have interesting properties and may be worth investigating.
APPENDIX A
Proof of Proposition 1:
We shall work with the iteration (4) and shall prove the proposition by induction. Equations (17) 
From (17), it is obvious that the integral is 1 for . For , it can be proven by induction on that the integral is equal to 1. It is clear that the function is symmetric with respect to 0. Since we also get (59) For , we have , which can also be written as . The conclusion is that the function is not only symmetric with respect to 0, but also antisymmetric with respect to 0.5. Since the support of the function is we establish that (18) holds, i.e.
The right part of (18) is a polynomial of zero order. To obtain the relationship for a polynomial of first order (18) is integrated 
2)
For any there is an with , so to prove (74) it is enough to prove that ,
Since for in (74) The above inequality is obviously satisfied for . In the second step, for , another approximation of the left part is used (88)
The above inequality is true because each component of the infinite product is a sinc function and is therefore bounded by 1. It remains to find a constant for which the inequality 
